STYLISTIC ANALYSIS OF BARRACK OBAMA S PRESIDENTIAL
Persuading and Defending: A Stylistic Analysis of Obama's Speech at President, Harry Truman, warned - following the
first bombing of 6th.

This speech repeatedly drew examples from the past and even urged the people to return to old values near the
end of the speech: But those values upon which our success depends â€” hard work and honesty, courage and
fair play, tolerance and curiosity, loyalty and patriotism â€” these things are old. My X-ray analysis of that
speech is meant not as a final word on that historical moment, but as an invitation, a doorway to a room where
we can all reflect on American history and the American language. King's "I Have a Dream" speech. To mark
this day â€” and to honor language arts teachers everywhere â€” Poynter is republishing an essay I wrote
almost a decade ago. However, it shall be acknowledged that both of them won the US elections and became
Presidents despite the fact that their discourse forms are quite different in terms of length of their speeches,
morphology and the use of pronouns. What comes next is "Two hundred and twenty one years ago," an
opening that places him in the tradition of Lincoln at Gettysburg and Dr. It was the spring of and Barack
Obama was running for president. Some of them even introduced him as a light of hope for the country and
his people after the two mandates of the Republican President George Bush. As it can be observed in table 2,
the average composition of the speeches delivered by Obama and Trump differ. In fact, once you begin the
search, it is remarkable how many examples of two-ness shine through: â€” "through protests and struggles"
â€” "on the streets and in the courts" â€” "through civil war and civil disobedience" â€” "I am the son of a
black man from Kenya and a white woman from Kansas. In the case of President Trump, it seems that there is
no middle ground, many people support him and many others detract him at the same time. King, use two
different modes of discourse when addressing white vs. As it was seen in some of his speeches, he has even
insulted and despised other people, including his opponents and audience as well as groups for their social,
racial or gender conditions. Instead, he is mentioning them in the process of his attacks and tagging them as a
problem for his country. This is shown in his discourse when President Trump makes use of the exclusive 'we'
and refers to the enemy as 'they'. We remain the most prosperous, powerful nation on Earth. Land where my
fathers died, land of the pilgrim's pride, from every mountainside, let freedom ring. On the other hand, Barack
Obama also makes use of the first person Land where my fathers died, land of the pilgrim's pride, from every
mountainside, let freedom ring. The focus has been on the orator's willingness to say things in public about
race that are rarely spoken at all, even in private, and his expressed desire to move the country to a new and
better place. He is currently an Assistant Professor at polytechnic university of Valencia Spain. Wright's
comments. I thank President Bush for his service to our nation, as well as the generosity and cooperation he
has shown throughout this transition. In this sense, And the five non-watertight categories aforementioned
turn out to all refer to the literality dealt with in the present section, although two of them indisputably stand
out. I have learned more from those words than from most book-length studies of the subject: After the
Egyptian and Indian, the Greek and Roman, the Teuton and Mongolian, the Negro is a sort of seventh son,
born with a veil, and gifted with second-sight in this American world, a world which yields him no true
self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the other world. Our health care is
too costly; our schools fail too many; and each day brings further evidence that the ways we use energy
strengthen our adversaries and threaten our planet. Because it stems from the basic constituents of what a story
is made of, this tool therefore informs the reader while also entertaining him. He is an award-winning public
speaker and speech evaluator. Our capacity remains undiminished. No one can dispute this reality. However,
the repetitions analyzed here hammer the point to such an extent that the audience is close to being considered
as not able to get the message if not duplicated. Brussels: Free University of Brussels. Fortanet-Gomez, I.
Rather, it has been the risk-takers, the doers, the makers of things â€” some celebrated but more often men and
women obscure in their labor, who have carried us up the long, rugged path towards prosperity and freedom.
In this sense, Obama seems to look for unity rather than separatism or appointing enemies; thus, he is avoiding
detractors since he is not entering into conflicts with anyone.

